Compassion starts with us - A neighbor filling the free food pantry - all are welcome here.
Our Vision

Connected communities built on conversations, relationships and compassionate action.

We are grassroots community builders that advance the culture and ethic of compassion by responding to the asks of community.

Our Services

- We practice and model compassion through education with Anti-Racism training, and through partnerships that support systemic change to advance equity and justice.

- We build networks with our charter partners through collaborations and community conversations to yield a compassionate impact throughout our city.

- We promote living compassionately in a diverse world through our civic engagement and advocacy efforts by addressing racial and economic justice issues locally.
Join us as we embrace the community and look at how being rooted in compassion can change our lives. More than ever, we need your support to strengthen compassionate action to work towards creating more equitable and healthy communities for all.

CA Board and staff volunteered with community members, staff and parents at Indian Creek Elementary School for a much needed food distribution event.
How Your Investment Grows:

REACHING
5,500+ people annually through active engagement
12,000+ digital followers and subscribers

SUPPORTING
Welcoming community conversations, homeless initiatives, art and culture, children & youth compassion education, and anti-racism education.

160+ Charter Partners including...
- City of Atlanta
- City of Berkley Lake
- City of Clarkston
- City of Decatur
- Fulton County

Our “Random Act of Flowers” brings joy to front line workers, teachers and others who need a little light and a big thanks for their everyday compassion.
2022 COMMUNITY BUILDING LEVELS

Global Sponsor | $10,000+

- 10 Specific Social Media Shout Outs (to over 12,000 followers)
- Logo Placement on Compassionate Atlanta Website
- Sponsorship with Logo on our bi-weekly newsletter
- Prominent Logo Placement on Compassionate Atlanta CompassionCon T-shirt
- 6 hours (two 3-hour sessions) of training on Compassion or Anti-Racism Training, designed together with you

International | $5,000+

- 8 Specific Social Media Shout Outs (to over 12,000 followers)
- Logo Placement on Compassionate Atlanta Website
- Prominent Logo Placement on Compassionate Atlanta CompassionCon T-shirt
- 4 hours (two 2-hour sessions) of training on Compassion or Anti-Racism Training, designed together with you

Regional Sponsor | $2,500+

- 6 Specific Social Media Shout Outs
- Logo Placement on Compassionate Atlanta Website
- Logo Placement on Compassionate Atlanta CompassionCon T-shirt
- A 2-hour training on Compassion, designed together with you
ADDITIONAL SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

**City-Wide Sponsor | $1,000+**
- 4 Specific Social Media Shout Outs
- Logo Placement on Compassionate Atlanta Website
- Logo Placement on Compassionate Atlanta CompassionCon T-shirt
- A 1-hour Mindfulness Training

**Community Sponsor | $500**
- 2 Specific Social Media Shout Outs
- Listing on Compassionate Atlanta CompassionCon T-shirt
- Listing on Compassionate Atlanta Annual Event Material

**Neighborhood Sponsor | $250+**
- 1 Specific Social Media Shout Out
- Listed as a Sponsor on Compassionate Atlanta Website
- Listing on Compassionate Atlanta CompassionCon T-shirt
If you are interested in becoming a sponsor contact us:

Leanne Rubenstein & Iyabo Onipede
Co-Directors
404.247.1663
Leanne@CompassionateATL.org
Iyabo@CompassionateATL.org

Hundreds of students received books and masks from the CA co-directed Digital Divide Task Force.

“Compassion is the keen awareness of the interdependence of all things.”
~ Thomas Merton

Compassionate Atlanta
Education • Collaboration • Civic Engagement

CompassionateATL.org  @CompassionateATL  @CompassionATL